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STABILITY OF VISCOELASTIC PLATES IN SHEAR 
PRAM QUOC DOANH, TO VAN TAN 
Hanoi University of Cim'l Eng:'neering 
1. Introduction 
In [1] the stability of viscoelastic plates in compression is investigated 
In this paper we consider the stability of viscoelastic plates in shear. The 
problem is solved by theory of pseudo-bifurcation points and "elastic analogy" 
method [2] in two cases: isotropic viscoelastic and orthotropic viscoelastic plates. 
2. Stability of viscoelastic isotropic plates in shear 
A. Elastic stability of plates in shear 
Let us consider elastic stability of plates (ax b) with simply supported edges. 
From [3] we have the elastic stability equation of plates in shear as follows: 
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where N xy = r xy · fi : shearing force 
{j : thickness of plates 
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b.W : "stimulus" displacement. 
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Modulus Eo3 Go3 D= -12(1 - 11 2 ) 6(1 - 11) 
The critical stress of elastic plates depends on the rate a/ b: 
11"2 D 1r202 
Tcr = K b28 = K6b2(1- 11). G 
ajb 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.8 
K 9.34 8.47 7.97 7.57 7.3 6.9 6.64 
B. Viscoelastic stability of plates in shear 
Let us consider the equation of state [ 4]: 
t 
2.0 
6.47 
3.0 
6.04 
1(t) = ~w) -2[1 + 11(t)] j T(tl)K(t, tl)dt1 
0 
where: T(t), 1(t) -shearing stress and shearing strain and 
G t - E(t) 
()- 2[1+ 11(t)] 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
5.0 00 
5.71 5.34 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
It can be assumed that E(t) = E = canst, G(t) = G = canst, 11(t) = 11 = 
const, from (2.5) we get : 
G= E 
2(1 + 11) (2.6) 
We denote lo(t), To(t) - strain and stress in basic state, 1(t), T(t) - in the 
adjacent state such that 
~T = T- To~ To, ~~ = 1 -Ia ~ Ia, ~T, ~~ -called "stimulus". 
Equation (2.4) can be written for ~T, ~~in the form: 
t 
~1(t) = ~~t) - 2(1 + 11) j M(tr)K(t, tr)dtr. 
0 
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With the help of (2.6) we have: 
t 
!:!.."( = ~ [ D.r - E f M(t!)K(t, t 1 )dt 1] (2.7) 
0 
(N) (N) 
Using the definition "pseudo- bifurcation of N-degree {PBN) [2] (D. r-/= 0, D."' f= 
(K) (K) 
0, D. r = 0, D."'= 0, K = 0,1, . .. ,M; K-/= Nand N < M) and expanding the 
function D.r(tt) into a series we can get "elastic ·analogy" of N-degree. 
First of all, we use the definition of "pseudo - bifurcation" of 0-degree (PBO) 
and expand D.r(t!) in {2.7) into a series, as a result of simple transformations we 
obtain "elastic analogy" 
where 
t 
Go= a[1-E f K(t,ti)dtlr 1 • 
0 
Using PB1 similarly, we get: 
where 
t 
G1 = a[1-E /{tt-t)K(t,t1)dt1r 1 . 
0 
For PB2, similarly, as a result we get: 
where 
t 
~ [ E f 2 •· ]- 1 G2 = G 1- 2 (t1 - t) K(t, t1)dt1 . 
0 
(2.8) 
{2.9) 
{2.10) 
On the other hand, from [2] it is known that PB2 point is the limit of the stability 
region (criterion of the creep stability), we can use PB2 to determine critical time. 
In this case, in the formula (2.3) we replace G by G2 from (2.10), we have: 
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r' If we denote - = w, where r' -stress acting really, Tcr- critical stress by Euler. 
Tcr 
We get:: 
t 
w = ;.: = [ 1- ~I (h- t) 2 K(t, ti)dt!] -I. (2.11) 
0 
To determine critical time, now we choose creep kernel (in practice for concrete) 
in the form [4]. 
(2.12) 
where <p(t!) -function of oldness with the condition lim <p(t!) = Co in [4]: 
t1-oo 
(2.13) 
Co, A0 , f3 - material constants. 
Substituting (2.12), (2.13) in (2.11), we obtain: 
{ [ 
'"(2t2 ] 
w = 1 +EGo 1- e-"~1 (1 + '"(t + - 2-) 
+ EAo'"(2 [e-fit- e-"~t[1 +('"I- ,B)t+ ('"1- .8)2 ·t2J]} -1 
('"I- ,8)2 2 (2.14) 
For concrete [5] we have: 
1 f3 = 0.03-d ' 
ay 
1 
'"( = 0.026-d ' 
ay 
_ 3 day A0 = 0.482 · 10 -M , pa 
-3 1 Co = 0.09 · 10 -M pa 
Using these material constants and formula (2.14) we can represent w in terms of 
t. 
We now construct the diagram w ~ t 
(,) 
tooo --,-- 1 ---,---T--T--, 
I I I I I I 0786--- 1 - ---1---r--r---, 0.572---L--~-- --1---~----: 
I ---~~--~~--~~~===t==~'--­W0 = 0.357 t-
50 100 !50 200 2SO 300 t, days 
Fig.1 
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From this diagram, we arrive at the conclusion: 
- If w < w0 - equilibrium of plate is always stable for any value oft. 
- If w > w0 - the loss of stability is in determined time. 
1 
w = w0 - the limit of long time stability, Wo = EC 1+ 0 
On the basis of the diagram or the formula (2.14) we can determine critical 
time tcr for given stress w or r•. 
Example. For a square plate with simply supported edges: a = b = 3m, v = 0.25, 
{j = 6 em, we can obtain 
1r2 D 
Tcr = 9.34-b2 = 65.47Mpa . • {j 
Using this Tcr and (2.14) we get the relation r• ~ tcr 
r* (MPa) 65.5 64.4 58.6 49.8 41.6 35.5 31.4 28.6 26.8 25.6 24.8 24.3 23.9 23.4 
tcr(days) 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 oo 
Now we choose creep kernel in the form : 
-A 
K(t- t!) = ( ) , 
t- tr " 
where 0 < a < 1, A > 0; A, a - material constants 
Substituting (2.15) into (2.11) we have: 
t = [2(1- al(t -1)] ,!.a 
cr AEa(a + 1) 
Using the following constants (for polymer) 
cm2 
A= 2 ·10-4 KN. dayl/4 , a= 0.75, E = 0.267 · 104 K ~ · 
em 
We can find the critical time for plate acted by a given shearing force. 
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(2.15) 
(2.16) 
.} 
3. Stability of viscoelastic orthotropic plate in shear 
We denote e~i' a?j strain and stress in the basic state, e;j, O"ij strain and stress 
in the adjacent state, such that 
The viscoelastic orthotropic law for elements in plane stress can be written 
t 
.C.a11 (t) = bu.C.eu(t)- bu I.C.en(tt)R11 (t,tt)dt 1+ 
0 
t 
+ b12.C.e22(t)- b12 1 .C.en(ti)R!2(t,ti)dt1, 
0 
t 
.C.a22(t) = b21.C.eu(t)- b21 1 .C.eu(ti)R21(t,ti)dt1+ {3.1) 
0 
t 
+ b22Ae22(t)- b22 1 .C.en(tt)R22(t,tt)dt1, 
0 
t 
.C.a12(t) = 2b' Ae12(t)- 2b' 1 .C.e12(ti)R12 (t, ti)dt 1 
0 
or in more general form: 
t 
AO"ij(t) = bijmnAemn(t)- bijmn 1 Aemn(ti)Rijmn(t, ti)dt1 (3.2) 
0 
(i=1,2; i=1,2) 
where 
(3.3) 
Rijmn(t,ti)- relaxation kernel assumed isotropic. 
Expanding Aemn(td in (3.2) into a series and using definition of pseudo-
bifurcation of N-degree we obtain "elastic analogy" as follows: 
(N) - (N) 
t.l (J ijmn = btjmnfl e mn 
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where 
t ~ [ 1 J N (N) ] b;iTilrt = b;jmn 1 - N! (t! .~ t) R ijmndtl . {3.4) 
0 
In [6] the critical shear stress of elastic orthotropic square plate (ax a) with 
fixed edges in the condition: 
Du = 10D22i D 12 + 2D66 = 1.67 D22 is determined: 
(3.5) 
where 
According to the criterion of creep stability (N = 2) from (3.4) we have 
t 
~ [ 11 2" ] b22 = b22 1- 2 (t1 - t) R(t, tl)dt 1 • 
0 
Substituting b22 into b22 of (3.5) we can get 
t 
w =- = 1-- (t1 - t) R(t,tl)dt1 . r* 1 j 2 .. 
Tcr 2 
0 
If we express the curve of stress relaxation in the form 
a ( -o.t) 
-=1-')'1-e 
ao 
where ')', a- material constants, ao - initial stress, 
then relaxation kernel will be: 
R(t, tl) = ')'ae-c.t (0 < ')' < 1, 0 < a< 1). 
Substituting R(t, tl) from (3.9) into (3.7) we get 
r* [ a2t2 ] 
w = - = 1- ')' 1- e-"<1(1 +at+ --) . 
~r 2 
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(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
'I 
' 
Let us consider a plate made of polymer with "' = 0.5, Ct = 0.3. According to 
the formula (3.10) we can plot the curve w ~ t, (Fig. 2): 
w 
1.0 ----~--~--r-----c1,-----, 
0.8 ------~- ---~----~-----: 
I I 
W0 :05~--_l----~~~==~_L1 ___ 
10 20 30 40 f, dalfS 
Fig. 2 
Consequently, if w < w0 the plate is stable for all the time, if w0 < w the 
loss of stability is in determined time. w = w0 - the limit of long time stability, 
wo = 1- "f· 
4. Conclusion 
Using the theory of pseudo-bifurcation points and new criterion of creep sta-
bility the authors have solved the problem of stability of viscoelastic (isotropic and 
orthotropic) plate in shear and obtained the analytic formula of critical time. 
In choosing different kernels the similar type of relation w ~ t,r is determined. 
The difference is only in the formula of critical force by Euler. 
In relation w ~ t,r let t ---> oo, we can find the limit of long time stability. If 
stress is smaller than this limit the equilibrium of plate is always stable. 
This publication is completed with financial support from the Council for 
Natural Sciences of Vietnam. 
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C>N D!NH CUA TAM DAN NHOT CH]D cAT 
Trong biti bao d.c tac gia da sll: d~ng ly thuy~t vll cac di~m phan nhanh gia 
va phm:mg phap "tm:mg tv dan hoi" di! giai bai toan gn djnh ella tam dan nh&t 
{dil.ng hu-&ng va trvc hu-&ng) chju d.t. V&i each lam tren da l~p d1r<;YC quan h~ co 
d<).ng giong djnh lu~t Hue nhrmg v&i mo dun dan hl3i gia t<).O, str d~ng ke"t qua da 
tlm du-gc b tr<).ng thai d1m hoi {theo Euler) d€ di tlm thai gian t&i h<).n li-ng v&i 
tai trgng tac d~g xac djnh. Co xet d~n cac nhii.n tir bi~n khac nhau. 
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